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South Africa - Weather

Eastern South Africa will continue to see a mix of rain and sunshine during the

coming week. The rain will gradually bolster soil moisture and help maintain a good

environment for the coarse grains and oilseeds produced this time of year. Late-season

planting and general fieldwork may otherwise be sluggish during the periods of more

significant rainfall.

Western sections of Free State and North West into Northern Cape will also

receive timely rain next week. The rain will not be enough to completely fix moisture

deficits and additional rainfall will be needed. However, crop development conditions

will still improve in the dryland production areas. Irrigated crops will see mostly

favorable conditions.

Western Cape’s winter wheat areas will not receive much rain during the

coming week. Any harvesting not yet complete will advance swiftly. Northern Cape,

Free State, and North West may otherwise receive enough rain to slow the harvest.
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: Some snow showers will occur in the northern part of the region today

o Accumulations will be up to 1 inch. Rain and a little snow is then expected in eastern areas Saturday. 

Conditions will be mostly dry Sunday and Monday. Snow will occur in the far north Tuesday. Rain and 

snow are both likely in central and eastern areas Wednesday

o This may linger into early Thursday. Tuesday and Wednesday may also be notably windy

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Late season fieldwork will still advance around occasional precipitation 

events the next two weeks in both regions.

Conditions will be mostly dry today and Sunday through Tuesday

• Shower and thunderstorm activity will occur Saturday

o Moisture totals will vary mostly from 0.35 to 1.00 inch

• Additional shower and thunderstorm activity will occur Wednesday

o This may occur into Thursday

o Moisture totals will vary from 0.10 to 0.75 inch
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: Conditions will still be favorable for crops in the much of the region; though, there will be 

some pockets that are drier than preferred. The driest areas through the first week of the outlook will 

be in southern Rio Grande do Sul, northeastern Bahia, and possibly in a few pockets of western Mato 

Grosso do Sul. Today and Saturday will be notably dry from Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul 

through all of Bahia before rain starts increasing in much of this area Sunday. A close monitoring of the 

rain distribution in the second week of the outlook will be warranted as more of the far south may 

become drier than preferred and a greater portion of the northeast as well.

ARGENTINA: Today’s rain will be greatest and most meaningful in San Luis, Cordoba, Santa Fe, 

northern Entre Rios, southern Corrientes, eastern La Pampa, and western Buenos Aires. Some rain will 

occur in east-central and northeastern Buenos Aires, southern Entre Rios, and western La Pampa; 

though, amounts in these areas are likely to be disappointing. This event will also mostly miss the far 

northwestern part of Argentina’s production region. Much of the rain that occurs in the second week 

of the outlook will likely be erratic with meaningful moisture that is localized which will lead to areas of 

increasing crop stress, especially in pockets that didn’t get much from today’s rain event.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: Wet conditions will continue over the U.K., northern France and southern Norway and eventually expand into Germany, the Czech Republic and Poland this week. Increased moisture will prevail over Portugal and 

surrounding western Spain through the weekend. Otherwise, restricted precipitation and mostly dry weather will prevail over the Balkan Nations and Italy through Wednesday. Rounds of precipitation will continue to 

traverse the European Continent late in the outlook during the December 27-31 period. 

AUSTRALIA: Rainfall will continue to occur on a near daily basis in at least a portion of eastcentral Australia during the coming week to ten days. The greatest precipitation will occur Sunday into next Friday over northern 

New South Wales and Queensland as low pressures systems impact northern portions of the nation. o Daily rounds of scattered showers and thunderstorms over northeastern New South Wales and southeastern 

Queensland cotton and sorghum areas will continue today and Saturday.
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